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The others from the Yuan family, including Yuan Xue, all gave the red packets they had prepared. Each 
of them was bigger than the last. It was obvious that they had put in a lot of effort. 
 
They handed the red packets to Tang Wanru and followed her in after they were done. 
 
Tang Wanru had never thought that the Yuan family from Beijing would come uninvited. Her hand 
holding the red packet stiffened. Although she was smiling, her smile was very awkward. 
 
What was going on? 
 
Yuan Yongqin had just arrived when someone else arrived right after. 
 
They were old acquaintances. 
 
Tang Wanru had seen Qin Si a few times with Jiang Xianrou. Although she had only greeted him from 
afar before leaving previously, she definitely knew Qin Si and his gang. 
 
Today, Qin Si was wearing a checkered shirt. His entire aura was outstanding and noble. A cynical smile 
hung on his lips as he followed Zhang Yang, Bo Jingxing, and the others. 
 
Their group was huge. 
 
Before he walked over, Zhang Yang’s phone rang. It was a group message. 
 
He quickly opened it to see that Jiang Xianrou had sent it in the group. [@Qin Si, are you free this 
afternoon? Let’s set up a meeting at 2 PM?] 
 
Many people went along with her. 
 
Normally, Zhang Yang would give Jiang Xianrou some face. But after these few times, he finally 
understood the situation. 
 
Young Master Qin and Jiang Xianrou did not have a particularly good relationship as the rumors said. 
Jiang Xianrou could enter Young Master Qin’s small circle, but… it was not that Young Master Qin and 
Master Wang liked her much. They were just giving Young Master Jiang face. 
 
Especially after what happened to Zhou Wei previously, Jiang Xianrou had run to the clubhouse to look 
for Young Master Qin and get him to plead on Zhou Wei’s behalf. 
 
At that time, he was playing cards with a few people. 
 
He still had a deep impression of what Qin Si said to Jiang Xianrou. 
 



What was she saying again? It was as if she was saying, “I’m not that important to Master Wang, and 
neither are you.” Tsk, this was not what was going around, that Young Master Qin and Master Wang’s 
small circle wanted to please Jiang Xianrou. 
 
Instead, it was Master Wang and his ‘sister’, Miss Qiao, who had come to Beijing previously, whom he 
often hung out with nowadays. 
 
After interacting with her for a while, he realized that Miss Qiao seemed to be the person Young Master 
Qin and the others in the small circle treasured. 
 
However, not many people in Beijing knew about this. 
 
Look, even Young Master Bo was here for Miss Qiao’s school promotion banquet, not to mention the 
several people he brought along from the Ninth Branch. 
 
The people from the Ninth Branch had always been mysterious and elusive in Beijing and had nothing to 
do with any of the major forces. It was obvious that even these people from the Ninth Branch bought 
into Miss Qiao’s account and were willing to give face to attend her school promotion banquet. 
 
Looking at the large group of people fawning over Jiang Xianrou, Zhang Yang sneered. While walking 
over, he sent a message in the group. 
 
[I’m having lunch outside. I’m not free.] 
 
As he raised his head, he whispered to Qin Si, “Young Master Qin, Miss Jiang asked to meet this 
afternoon in the group chat. She even tagged you.” 
 
Qin Si was holding a big red packet. There was no money in his red packet. Like Bo Jingxing, he had put 
in a bank card. It was thin and had a lot of money in it. It was a seven-figure sum. 
 
6.66 million yuan. 
 
This was the number he had discussed with Bo Jingxing beforehand. After all, Qiao Nian’s college 
entrance examination results were 666. 
 
A godly result with a 6.66 million yuan red packet was just right. 
 
This was also a number signaling a good omen for her university studies. He was quite satisfied with this 
number. Hearing Zhang Yang mention Jiang Xianrou to him and even said that she was going out to play 
in the afternoon, his lips curled into a smile. No one could see the emotions in his eyes, but his tone was 
much colder. “Isn’t she busy with important medical experiments? She doesn’t even have time to come 
for lunch. Why did she suddenly have time to come out to play in the afternoon?” 


